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Archetypes are ancient, universal patterns of behavior that are embedded in what Carl Jung called

the â€œcollective unconscious.â€• Caroline Myss has created a unique set of 80 Archetype Cards,

each individually designed to provide the basic Light and Shadow Attributes of a different Archetype.

Â  The deck also contains six blank cards on which you can create your own Archetypes. The deck

comes with an instruction booklet explaining how to use the cards to help determine which

Archetypes are most active in your psyche, and how they can lead you to achieve greater insights

into your life. The deck is suitable to be used by itself, in conjunction with Carolineâ€™s book

Sacred Contracts, or with any of her workshops and seminars.
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Healers cannot often teach, and teachers cannot often heal. Myss can do both. -- Larry Dossey

Caroline Myss is a new original voice that will be heard. She writes and speaks from the heart with

great clarity and vision. I enthusiastically endorse her teachings. Pay attention - there is much to

learn. -- Wayne Dyer

Caroline Myss is a pioneer in the field of energy medicine and human consciousness. Since 1982,

she has worked as a medical intuitive: one who â€œseesâ€• illnesses in a patient's body by intuitive

means. She specializes in assisting people in understanding the emotional, psychological, and

physical reasons why their bodies have developed an illness.



I love these cards, and especially love that the price is affordable. When they first came out they

were $50. I use these cards as writing prompts. When I am doing writing practice, I pick a card and

write a short story about an aspect of the card I have chosen. It works really well with fiction or

nonfiction (about me). Then I end up with lots of pieces that can become a larger work. I think it will

be part of a writing group that I am forming.

Alright, so these are fun cards. I use them in therapy groups as a way to think about archetypes and

schemas and also ways patients present themselves (light/shadow attributes). These are sturdy,

great art/colors, and are laminated. The set includes 74 archetypes and 6 blank cards. This is NOT

a Tarot deck. However Caroline includes a guidebook with some ways to think about the cards and

she has some related materials that might expand on ways the cards can be useful for self

exploration or in supporting others' journeys.

I didn't find it much help in understanding the arcetypes and how I could fit them into my bofy of

knowledge and use the information. I have been a fan of Ms. Myss for many years, and one thing i

can say is her books generally wonder off and seldom complete a concept presented in the

chapters. Difficult and sad because she has so much to offer.

These are so beautiful and fun to work with. I think it helps to go to Caroline Myss's website for an

enhanced explanation of the archetypes.

Nice card set. Quality. I've always enjoyed Carolyn Myss' work on the archetypes, but somehow

have never been able to recall more than maybe a dozen at a time, and with effort. I bought these

cards almost as flashcards, but they're made to be used in throws as prompts of a needed

Archetype, and this makes Myss' concept useful to me in a deeper intuitive way. Her Light and

Shadow Attributes on these cards makes the positive/negatives aspects of any archetype easier for

a person to identify and understand about other people and themselves. Helpful and fun.

I love these cards! I study character archetypes and these cards are so much better than anything

else I've come across. I really love them and whenever I need a jolt out of writer's block, I shuffle

and throw in the card I get.

Caroline Myss is at her best identifying archetypes that are universal and distilling her wisdom into



cards that are easy to use, accurate, and provide insights for reflection and self development. In my

business as an Awesome Life Coach I utilize intuitive tools and Caroline's information creating

breakthrough results for clients in business, health, and life. These cards can become part of a daily

meditation practice or use with Tapping.

The Archetype cards I purchased by Caroline Myss were in excellent shape. They were lamenated

for lots of handling to prevent wear and tear in the future. It contained a booklet to summarize all of

the Archetypes, the cards themselves have easy to read light and dark attributes. Caroline Myss is

a genius to develop the idea of these cards. The cards make it very easy to remember and retain

the knowledge of each of these Archetypes that Carl Jung, the Swiss pyschologist developed in the

20th century.
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